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SPECTRUM OF A BOUNDED SELF-AD JOINT OPERATOR1

WILLIAM KARUSH

1. Introduction. Let A be a bounded self-adjoint operator on a

Hubert space R. with spectral family of projections F(X). Let Xf"

be the supremum of the spectrum S (A) oí A. We consider an itera-

tive procedure for the determination of \{ and, in case Xí is a char-

acteristic number, for the determination of a characteristic vector be-

longing to Xi. The procedure involves the solution of a characteristic

value problem of finite dimension at each step of the iteration, this

dimension being the same for each step and fixed at a convenient

value at the outset.

The method is based upon the observation that with

(x Ax)
(1) /»(*)=—:—T-> x^OinR,

(x, x)

we have

(2) Xi   = sup/x(x), xinR.

The iteration is determined as follows. Select an integer s > 1 and an

initial vector x° in R. In the space oA(x°) spanned by the vectors

x°, ^4x°, • • • , ^4s_1x° determine a vector x1 which maximizes p.(z)

for x in zA(x°) ; we shall show that x1 is unique, apart from a scalar

factor, and that it may be chosen in the form x1 = x°+r¡, with (x°, 77)

= 0. Clearly p(x°) ■—p(xv). In the next step we similarly choose x2 = x1

+r¡ as the vector in the space aA(xl) spanned by x1, Ax1, - - -, A s_1x1

which maximizes p(x) in this space. In this way we construct a se-

quence {x*} with nondecreasing values p(x'). The determination of

each x1" involves solving for a characteristic vector of a self-adjoint

matrix of order at most s.2

Now suppose x° is such that F(X)x°¿¿x° for X<Xi. Then we shall

prove that the numbers p(xl) converge to Xi ; and, further, that the

unit vectors Mi = xi/|x<| converge weakly to a characteristic vector

Received by the editors December 22, 1950.

1 The preparation of this paper was sponsored (in part) by the Office of Naval

Research.

2 An iterative procedure different from ours is given by xi+1=Ax{. For a discussion

of this method see R. Wavre, L'itération directe des opérateurs kermitiens et deux

théories qui en dépendent, Comment Math. Helv. vol. 15 (1942-1943) pp. 299-317.
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belonging to Xi if X/ is a characteristic number, but that u* con-

verges weakly to 0 if Xí" is in the continuous spectrum. If Xi is an

isolated point of the spectrum S C<4) (and thus necessarily a char-

acteristic number), and if the initial vector x° has a non-null projec-

tion on the characteristic manifold belonging to Xi, then the vectors

x* will converge (strongly) to a characteristic vector in this manifold.

More generally, if no assumptions are made on x°, then these con-

vergence properties hold if %. is interpreted as the invariant closed

linear manifold determined by x°, Ax°, A2x°, • • • .

By minimizing instead of maximizing p at each step we obtain

entirely analogous results for the infimum of the spectrum of A. We

shall limit our discussion to the maximizing procedure. Further we

shall suppose that <R. is a real Hubert space, not necessarily separable;

there is no difficulty in extending the treatment to the complex case.

This paper is a generalization of an earlier one3 and some of the

results obtained there will be used here.

2. An invariant subspace. We are dealing with a bounded self-

adjoint operator A on a real Hubert space <R., not necessarily sepa-

rable, whose elements we call vectors. We let F(X) (continuous on the

right) denote the spectral family of A and S (A) the spectrum of A.

Thus

A =  j    \dF(\) =  f      XdF(X).
J -«. ''S (A)

A characteristic number (that is, a member of the point spectrum of

A) is a real number X such that

Ay — Xy

for some y7^0 in 'R; y is a characteristic vector of A belonging to X.

The characteristic vectors belonging to X determine a closed linear

manifold, the characteristic manifold, which we designate by -£(X).

This manifold is the projection manifold of FQs.+) — F(\ — ) — F(\)

— F(\ — ), where F(X-f-) and F(X — ) denote, respectively, right- and

left-hand limits.

We define p(x) as in (1), and as before let

Xi = sup S (A).

We have

(3) m(*)=V, x^Oin'R..

s W. Karush, An iterative method for finding characteristic vectors of a symmetric

matrix, Pacific Journal of Mathematics vol. 1 (1951) pp. 233-248.
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The proof is like that of (4) below. (We shall not require the stronger

result (2).) Suppose now that Xi is a characteristic number. Let

<B' be the set S (A) with Xi deleted, and put X2' =sup <B'. Then we

show that

(4) p(x) ^ X2',        x ^ 0 in R and orthogonal to ^(X/).

For let x be as described; we may assume |x| =1. Then

p(x) = (Ax, x) =   j        \d\F(\)x\2 =   j     +   T .
JSw J<B'      J^

The second integral vanishes by the orthogonality of x; the first

integral is dominated by X2 | x| 2=X2', as desired. We shall not require

the sharper result X2 =sup p(x) (x as in (4)).

In the main we shall deal with the closed linear manifold de-

termined by an initial non-null vector x° and the powers Ax",

AW, • • • . We denote this manifold by 3C; symbolically

(5) 3C = (x°, Ax°, A2x<>, - ■ ■).

3C is a Hubert space which is invariant under A, that is, AX-EW.

We denote by B the operator A with domain restricted to 3C, that

is, B is a bounded self-adjoint operator on 3C such that Bx=Ax for x

in 3C. It is not difficult to see that the spectral family EQi) of B is

obtained from the spectral family F(X) of A by

(6) E(\)x = F(\)x, xin 3C;

we omit the proof.

Clearly if a number is in the resolvent set of A then it is in the

resolvent set of B. Thus S (JB)CS (A). We let

(7) X1 = supS(5).

The point spectrum of B is obviously a subset of the point spectrum

of A. Further, the characteristic numbers of B are all simple. For let

X be such a number and let yi, y2 be independent characteristic

vectors of B belonging to X. Then some non-null linear combination

y of these vectors is orthogonal to x°. From By=\y it follows readily

that y is orthogonal to all powers A'x0 = B'x0,j = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Hence,

by (5), y is orthogonal to 3C. But y is in 3C. Hence y = 0; contradic-

tion. The next lemma shows how the characteristic vectors of B are

determined.

Lemma 1. Let X be a characteristic number of A and y(X) be the

projection of x° on the characteristic manifold ^(X) of A. Then X is a
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characteristic number of B if and only if y(X) ?¿0. If y(X) ¿¿0, then this

vector is the unique characteristic vector of B (apart from a scalar factor)

belonging to X.

Suppose X is characteristic for B with characteristic vector y¿¿0 in

3C. If y(X) =0, then J^ÇK) is orthogonal to x° and hence, by (5), to 3C.

But y is in J^ÇK). Hence y = 0 ; contradiction.

Now suppose y(X) ̂ 0. By (6) and the definition of y(X),

[ECK) - E(K-)]Xo = [F(K) -F(X-)]x° = y(X).

Thus X is a characteristic number of B and y(X) is a characteristic

vector. The uniqueness follows from the earlier remark that X is

simple for B.

3. The iteration procedure. Consider a fixed integer s>l and a

fixed vector x^O in %. Define <¡A(x) as the finite-dimensional space

iá(x) = (x, Ax, - ■ ■ , A*~lx),

that is, the space spanned by the vectors indicated on the right.

Suppose that the dimension of iA(x) is s. The following statements

in this paragraph were established in §§2 and 3 of the previously cited

paper by the author. The vectors £0, £»»•••, £«-i defined recursively

by

£o = x,       P = AÇt — po£o, Mo = ß(x),

2 I Éí I
(8) Pi+i = Ap — pjPj — tjPj-i,       pj = p(p),       tj = -j—-T»

I 5/-11

j = 1,2, ■ ■ • , s - l,

form an orthogonal basis for zA(x). If the polynomials pjÇK) are

defined by

*o(X) = 1-        íi(X) = X - po,

Pi+iCK) = #f(X)(X - mí) - hpj-i(\), j - 1, 2, • • • , s - 1,

then

(9) £,- = #í(¿)*.

The roots of £y(X) are simple and real; let v¡ denote the maximum

root. Then v¡ is the maximum of p(x) for x in (x.4x, • • • , .4i-1x).

In particular, letting v=v„

v = max p(z),       z 5^ 0 in zA(x),(10) v v

fl ^ v2 ^ • • •  Û vt = V.
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Also

(il)       piMpiW à o,        | pj(\') | = | pj(\) |,        x' = x = „,-.

Finally, there is a unique vector x* in c/f(x) of the form x+r¡ with

(x, r]) = 0 for which

(12) m(x*) = x.

It is given by

(13) x* = x+ 2^ —— íí
í-i     *7

where

If/1
(14) r, = W» • • • f, = f-f •

Consider now the proposed iteration scheme. We construct a se-

quence of vectors x°, x1, x2, • • • by choosing x<+1 as that vector in

<vf(x*) of the form xi+t], (x*, r¡) =0, which maximizes p(z), z in <vf(x').

Assume for the moment that for each i, <vf(x;) has dimension s. By

(13) we have the explicit formula

(15) x*' = x< + E T^M • = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,
i-i   \Ji)

where the superscript "i" on the right has the obvious interpretation.

It is clear that all vectors arising in this construction lie in the invari-

ant space 3C of (5).

By (9) we have the alternative formula

(16) x^=[/+ £^¿(VU
L        }_i   (tJ)2 J

where I is the identity operator. By the extremum property of xi+1

in zA(x'),

(17) pi+1 ê p\ where p' = p(x{).

From (15), (14) and the orthogonality of the £j for each i,

(18) \^\^\^{l+Z[^~]}-

We consider now the case when for some (first) value k, iA(xk) has
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dimension less than s. Then zA(xk) is invariant under A, and the

vector xk+1 maximizing p(z) in this subspace is a characteristic vector

of A. (This vector is given by (15) with "5" replaced by the dimension

of the subspace.) Since t/[(xk+1) = (x*+1), it follows that the sequence

{x'j has the constant value x*+1 for i^k + l. The iteration now be-

comes trivial, and the forthcoming proofs can be readily simplified

to apply to this case. To save space we shall henceforth assume

that for each * the dimension of e/f(x') is s, and leave to the reader

the appropriate modifications for the other case.

4. Convergence theorem. We establish the following convergence

theorem.

Theorem 1. For a given integer s>l and initial vector x°?i0, let

{x*} be the sequence determined above. Let

xi

Then
lim p(xl) — Xi,
i—*00

where Xi is given by (7). Further, if Xi is a characteristic number of B,

then u' converges weakly (in *R) to a characteristic vector of B belonging

to Xi; ifKi is not a characteristic number of B, then u* converges weakly

toO.

Proof. By (3), interpreted for 3C, p(x)g¡Xi lor x^O in 3C. Thus,

from (17), the numbers p' have a limit /ZgXi. By definition p*2(K)

= (K-p')(K-p(p))- \p\ 2/\xi\2, where

(19) p = Bxl - p{x\

From (10) and (11) we have pKv^^O. Since pi+1 = v' by (12), we

conclude that

—j- ^ (Pi+1 - mO(m<+1 - KP)).
I x'|2

Since the second factor on the right is bounded, the sequence on the

left tends to 0; in fact

(20) E(if)!< 00,        t<=  \P\/\x<\-

From (19),

(21) lim (Bu< - pW) = 0.
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Suppose m<Xi. Choose X so that /i<a<X1. Let A = I—E(\ — ).

We note first that Ax°5¿0, i.e., Au°5¿0. For, suppose Ax° = 0. Then

from AB=BA would follow Ax = 0 for x = Bkx°, k = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

and thus Ax = 0 for x in 3C, by (5). Hence E(\ — )=I,so that sup S (B)

:SX, that is, Xi^X, a contradiction.

We put

.       PÀ" )
R  = LI^jL, Í = 1, 2, • • • , s - 1, i = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

By (16)

**** =   f '[1 + AÍíÍ(X) + • • • + ic.<_i/'«-i(X)]á£(X)x<.
J-00

Hence

I A*<+T = /_ 'i1 + ÄrfiW + ■ • • + U¿-i¿_i(X)]\l| E(X)*Y-

By (11), the quantity in brackets is an increasing function of X in the

range of integration. Thus

| Axi+Y = [1 + RÍpí(\) + ■■■ + rIipLi(\)]2\Ax\\

From (18)

I x<+112 ... ...
(22) Jy—if" = 1 + R^v%) +■■■+ ^-nC-it»*).

1*1
so that, by (11),

,        1 + R[p'i(k) + ■ ■ ■ + Rl.-ip]-i(\) ,        ,       ,        ,
(23) Am*1 2 ;>-/ .   .    -!-    r. A«f 2 a:   AW I2.

- i + ä^O + • • • + ie.'-iK-iM

On the other hand

/Xl (x - mO^I ̂(x)«'!2
-oo

=   f    (X - /¿O2*/1 £(X)«* |2 = (X - JŒ)21 A«'|2.

By (21) it follows that |A«{|-*0, a contradiction to (23) and the
earlier result |Aw°| 9e 0. This establishes the first conclusion of the

theorem.
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Suppose now that Xi is not a characteristic number of B. If u* does

not converge weakly to 0 (in 3C), then a subsequence uk in 3C must

have a weak limit ü^O (in 3C), since | m'| =1. Thus Buk—pkuk con-

verges weakly to Bü—\iü. But this sequence converges (strongly) to

zero by (21). Hence Bü— Xi« = 0, contrary to Xi not being character-

istic. Hence ul converges weakly to 0 in 3C, and hence in the original

space <R.

Finally, suppose Xi is characteristic for B. Let yi be a character-

istic vector of B belonging to Xi. By Lemma 1, (x°, yi)^0 and Xi is

simple. We normalize yi so that |yi| =1, (x°, yi)>0. Any solution of

5z=XiZ in 3C is a multiple of yi. By (16) and (22),

(***\ yi) = [i + RlplCKi) + • ■ ■ + rLipI-i(Ki)](x, yi),

i+i 1 + R[pi(Ki) + ■■• + R]-ipa-i(Xi)     i i
(u    , Ti) á-(u , yi) = (u , -yi),yv - 1 + ROW + ■■■ + RLipLiW      yu -       nh

using (11). Hence (u\ yi)—>L>0. Now suppose ü is any weak limit

(in 3C) of a subsequence uk of «*. As in the above paragraph, Bü

=\iü. Hence ü = lyi. But L=limk^x (uk, yi) = (lyi, yi) =1. Hence l = L,

ü = Lyi, independently of «. This establishes that Lyi is the weak

limit in 3C, and thus in 'R., of «', and completes the proof of the

theorem.

In the following corollary we relate the preceding result directly to

the original operator A.

Corollary to Theorem 1. If F(\)x°¿¿x° for \<~K{, where \{

= sup S (.4), then p* converges to Xi". //Xi is characteristic for A and x°

has a non-null projection on the characteristic manifold J^of A belong-

ing to Xi, then u' converges weakly to a characteristic vector in .£.

Proof. Consider the first statement of the corollary. We have

Xi=Ai. Suppose Xi <Xi. Then by (6)

/M /• XidE(K)x° =   I    dF(K)x° = F(Xi)x°,
-oo J -x>

contrary to hypothesis. Hence Xi=Xi, and the conclusion follows

from Theorem 1. The second statement is a consequence of Lemma 1

and Theorem 1.

5. Convergence theorem for Xi isolated.

Lemma 2. Let Xi be an isolated point ofS(B). Then the unit vectors

m' converge to the characteristic vector of B belonging to Xi.
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Proof. Since Xi is isolated, it is a characteristic number for B.

Let yi be the corresponding characteristic vector, normalized so that

| yi| =1 and (x°, yi) >0. In the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem

1 we showed that w' converged weakly to Lyi, where L = lim,-«w (u*, yi)

>0. We now show that m' converges to yi.

Write ui = yi+zi with y' a multiple of yi and zi in 3C orthogonal to

yi. Let

(24) X2 = sup <B,

where <B is S (B) with Xi deleted. Then X2<Xi, and by (4), interpreted

for 3C, we have p(zl) =X2. Now (y\ yi) = (u', yi)—r(Lyi, y{) =L. Hence

yi = (y\ yx)yx converges to Lyi.

Using the definition (1) of p we find

pl = p(ul) = (Bu\ «<) = p(y*) | yl\2 + p(zi) \z'\2

= Xi(l-\zi\2)+p(zi)\zi\2.

Thus
Xi - pl = (Xi - m(zO) I 2* I2 = (Xi - X2) | s* |2.

Since p{—>Xi by Theorem 1, it follows that zi converges to 0. From

ui = yi+zi we now deduce that u' converges to Lyi. Since j«*| = |yi|

= 1, we must have L = 1. This completes the proof.

Our goal is to replace "u>" by "xin in the above lemma. For this it is

clearly sufficient to show that the increasing lengths | x*| (see (18)) are

bounded. To this end we introduce the next lemma. (As stated at the

end of §3, we are assuming that for each * the vectors x*, .4x', • • • ,

^4s_1x; are independent. As shown there, if this is not the case then the

sequence {x*} is eventually constant, and obviously the lengths Ix*!

converge.)

Lemma 3. Let Xi be an isolated point of S (B). There is a constant K,

independent of i and j, such that for i sufficiently large,

|/X/) I á K(Ti)\ j=  1,2, •••,5-1.

We shall not give the details of the proof; they can be found in the

proof of a similar result in the previously cited paper by the author.

One first establishes, as in Lemma 1 of the earlier paper, that

1 I Bx — p(x)x\2
Xi - p(x) =--J-1.

p(x) — X2 I x|2

for every x in 3C with p(x) >X2, X2 as in (24). The lemma is then estab-

lished by an argument like that of Lemma 2 of the earlier paper.
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Theorem 2. Let Xi be an isolated point of S (B). Then the vectors x*

of Theorem 1 converge to the characteristic vector of B belonging to Xi.

Proof. We use (18). By a standard theorem on infinite products the

numbers [x*|2 will converge if each of the series E<-o [pX,'i)/TJ]2>

j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s — 1, converges. By Lemma 3 this will occur if each

of the series E<"o (Tj)2 converges. By (20), this series converges for

i-1. By (8),

Itwl = ifi|ííl + (4)2|í/-i|-
Hence

<i+i = Ki + tj.

Since 4 is bounded, it follows that there is a constant K2 such that

t'J+i = K2 for a» » and for j=l, 2, • • • , j-2. Hence by (14),

E (¿nF = E (rj)2 (4i)2 = irf E (r*)2-
t i i

This establishes the convergence of all the series and completes the

proof.

By Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 we obtain the following result.

Corollary to Theorem 2. Let \{ =sup S (.4) be an isolated point

of S (A). If x° is not orthogonal to the characteristic manifold of A be-

longing to X/, then x' converges to a characteristic vector in this manifold.
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